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Response of the Mossbauer spectrum of paramagnetic
Fe3+ in A1203 to nuclear dipole fields
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Experimental Fe Mossb'iuer (ME) spectra of A1203(Fe +) single crystils ire presented.

Measurements were made down to 60 mK ind in ipplied m ignetic fields from 0 to 100 6
1

At 60 mK the ME spectra of the S =+ —ionic ground stite w is isol ited, ind its response to

weak (less than 100 G) ipplied m ignetic fields w is ex;imined. A qualitative discussion of the

anisotropic response to magnetic fields is given. In zero-'ipplied m'ignetic field the spectrum is

strongly influenced by nucle;ir dipole fields from surrounding Al nuclei. From i theoretic'il

reconstruction of the zero- ipplied-field spectrum the;iver;ige m;ignitude of the Al nucle ir di-

pole field is determined to be 4.5+ 1.5 G. Good igreement is obtained with i theoretic;il calcu-

1 ition which involves the identic'll 1'ittice sum which occurs in the V'in Vleck formul i for the
second moment of the nuclear dipole broadening of in NMR line. The connection between the

dipole field observed in the ME experiment and the second-moment c ilcul ition of the bro;iden-

ing of;in NMR line is discussed. Also considered ire possible rel ix ition mech inisms. The
spin-1;ittice relaxation rates ire estim. ited using experiment'll d'it'i for the 1 ittice therm il conduc-

tivity;ind application of the fluctu'ition-dissipation theorem to the reversible he;it flow. It is

concluded that at 60 mK rel;ix;ition effects;ire not observed in the ME spectr'i 'ind ilso th;it

broadening due to Fe +-Fe + inter;iction is negligible i:ompared to the nucle ir dipole bro iden-

ing, except for a broad single-line contribution in the center of the spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

The crystal field (CF) in A'1203 splits the Sq~2 term
of Fe'+ into three Kramers doublets (CF states) of
effective spins S, = + —,, + —,, and + —,. As verified

] 3 5

in previous works, '~ the ~
+ —,) CF state is at energy

corresponding to temperature 0.5 K above the
~
+ —,)

1

ground state and the
~

+ —,) CF is at 1.5 K above the

ground state (Fig. l).
A Mossbauer (ME) spectrum of "Fe taken with

HH= 80 G and at l.3 K [Fig. 2(a)] shows a superposi-
tion of ME spectra corresponding to all three CF
states. The two outer lines are the outside lines of
the six-line effective-field (EF) spectra corresponding
to the [+ —, ) CF state. The next two lines in from

the outside line are the outside lines corresponding to
the

~
+ —, ) CF state. The splittings of the corre-

sponding pairs are in the proper ratio (5:3) expected
for effective-field ME spectra. In Fig. 2 {b) taken at
0.6 K the

~
+ —, ) CF state is almost completely de-

populated and one observes a superposition of the

~
+ —,) ME spectrum and the [+—, ) ME spectrum.

At 60 mK [Fig. 2(c)] the [+ —,) CF state is also

depopulated and the ME spectrum corresponding to
the

~
+ —, ) CF ground state is obtained.

The ME spectrum of Fig. 2(c) is not an EF spec-
trum. Experimentally this refers to two properties.

S, =&5/Z

&E/ks =15K

sz ='-&/

Sz =+ I/2

AE/k~ =0.5K

FIG. I. Energy-level scheme of the cryst il-field levels of
dilute Fe + in the A12031ittice.

One is that the ME spectrum does not have the
standard six-line {or four-line if only circularly polar-
ized y's are observed) form of an "Fe ME spectra in

magnetic iron, where total splitting is proportional to
the effective electron spin of the ionic state. The
other is that the ME spectrum is extremely sensitive
to the magnitude and direction of applied magnetic
field. Compare the experimental spectra of Fig. 2(c),
with that of Fig. 5 which differs in the direction of
the applied magnetic field.

Sensitivity to weak applied magnetic field is a prop-

erty of the [+ —,) CF ground state only. The excited

CF states have EF spectra and show no response to
applied fields up to 2 kG, where mixing between the
CF states occurs. '
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FIG. 2. Fe Mossbauer spectra at various temperatures with HII= 80 G. Spectra show the superposition of contributions

from the three crystal-field levels. Effective-field splittings corresponding to each CF state are indicated. Note that the S, =+-
contribution is broader than the corresponding effective-field splitting.
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F|G. 3. I=e Mossbauer spectrum taken at 60 mK with no applied external field. The spectrum shows nuclear dipole
broadening. The theoretical fit to the experimental points is discussed in Sec. IV. Interval indicated between the arrows is the
instrumental linewid th.

This paper deals with the weak field (less than 100
6) non-EF response of the ~

+ —,) CF ground state.
The main experimental result is the observation of
broadening of "Fe ME lines in A1203 due to nuclear
dipole interactions with "Al nuclei adjacent to the
ME nuclei. Such a broadened spectrum is shown in

Fig. 3 which may be compared with a nonobservable
theoretical spectrum for zero' field in Fig. 4(a). In
Sec. IV it is determined from the ME spectrum of
Fig. 3 that the average magnitude of the. nuclear di-

pole field from 'Al spins at Fe + ions is 4.5+ 1.5 G.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

Measurements were carried out on Al, 03(Fe'+)
single crystals kindly provided to us by Dr. G. K.
Wertheim. The crystals were identical to those used
in previous ME work'3 on Al203(Fe3+) and have an
Fe + concentration of 0.08 at. %. The Fe'+ was iso-
topically enriched to over 90 at. % "Fe. The crystals
were placed inside the mixing chamber of a dilution
refrigerator4 with the c axis oriented along the propa-
gation direction of the y rays. Clear Mylar windows
for the incident y rays were used throughout the sys-
tem. Some thin layers of iron-free aluminum foil
were used in the dilution refrigerator for radiation
shielding. Resonant "Fe ME background in the ab-
sence of the A1203 crystals was about 0.015%.

To obtain ME spectra, a high-speed counting sys-
tem was used, including a proportional counter with
Mylar window and an intense (—50 mCi) "Co
Mossbauer source ('7Co in Rh). With this system it
was possible to obtain a counting rate of about 50000
sec ' on the 14.4-keV Mossbauer line of which about
2% was resonantly absorbed by the "Fe in the A1203.

External magnetic fields were applied either parallel
or perpendicularly to the c axis of the A1203 crystals
with a pair of Helmholtz coils. The homogeniety of
the applied field in the region of the crystals was
better than 1%,

ME spectra were recorded for a velocity range of
+ 15 mm/sec and the instrumental linewidth was 0.9
mm/sec.

For all the measurements the ionic spins, con-
strained along the i axis by the CF field, determined
a macroscopic axis of quantization, independent of
the relatively weak external fields which were applied.
Only circularly polarized components of the ME spec-
trum corresponding to nuclear transitions such that
6171( = + 1 were observed.

III STATIC RESPONSE OF THE I
+

2 ) CF GROUND

STATE ME SPECTRUM TO WEAK MAGNETIC
FIELDS (LESS THAN 100 G)

As indicated in the Introduction the response of
the ground-state ME spectra to weak magnetic fields
is complex and is characterized by sensitivity to the
magnitude and direction of the applied field. This is
in contrast to the responses of the excited CF states
whose ME spectra are insensitive to small external
fields, whatever their direction.

A sampling of the variety of ME spectra which may
be considered for the CF ground state is shown in

Fig. 4. Relevant to the analysis of the experimental
spectrum of Fig. 3 are the spectra of Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). For H~~=5 6 [Fig. 4(c)] the ME spectrum is

almost identical to the ideal zero-field spectrum of
Fig. 4(a), whereas for Hq=6 6 [Fig. 4(d)] the zero-
field spectrum is almost unrecognizable. If it were
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FIG. 4. (a)—(h) Theoretical magnetic-field responses of the Mossbauer spectra of the CF ground state calculated from the
full Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)]. Note that the spectra are more sensitive to fields H& applied perpendicular to the e axis than to
fields HII, parallel to the c axis.

possible to devise a method of orienting the "Al
spins along the c axis, in zero applied field, then the
spectrum of Fig. 4(a) might actually be observable.
For larger applied fields the theoretical spectra are al-
most realized experimentally [compare Fig. 4(h) with

Fig. 5 for Hj 27 Gj. For Hq -—27 G broadening
from uncorrelated "Al spins is less pronounced than

for smaller fields and a spectrum identical to the EF
spectrum of the I+ —, ) CF state is approached. The
outer lines of the limiting I

+ —) EF spectrum may

be seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The approach to this
limiting EF spectrum is discussed in an article by
Afanas'ev and Kagan. '

The coupled electronuclear states between which
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applied field II&=27 G. Total splitting is the same Is that of In
1

S, =+
2

ground st&te. The theoretical fit is discussed in Sec. lV.

ME transitions occur are given by the Hamiltonian

1

HllgllP BSz + HLglP B p
(S+ + —) + A II zSz

+ Ag(S+I +—S l~)

where parallel and perpendicular refer to the crystal-
line c axis, p, & is the Bohr magneton, and HII or H&

are the applied magnetic field components, The elec-
tronic g factors g~~ and gq and the space ISrn, ) in

which the electronic spin operators S operate are the
same for ground and excited ME states. The hyper-
fine constants A~~ and Aq and the spaces in which the
nuclear spin operators I operate differ for the ground
and excited ME states. This is so since the ME tran-
sition operator is nuclear and acts between II = —, )
and II = —, ) states. ln ME velocity units' A'=1.49

mm/sec and Ag= —2.61 mm/sec. For bo'th excited
and ground nuclear states A q

= 3A It. The approach of
the experimental spectrum Fig. 5 to the EF spectrum
of the I

+ —, ) CF state, when in fact the I
+ —, ) CF

state is being observed, gives experimental verifica-
tion to this assumed ratio. It also follows for the
"weak" CF case considered here and for negligible
nuclear Zeeman interaction that Aq=3A~I implies

gq =-3g~~ (see Abragam and Bleaney6).
Whereas the nuclear transition connects only nu-

clear states Ilrn, ), the applied magnetic field operates
only in the electron spin space IS = —, m, ). The un-

coupled states I m, ) I mr� ) =
I rn, &n, ) are then natural

for describing the ME spectra in weak fields,
The theoretical spectra of Fig. 4 are calculated by

diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (l) in the Im, mr)
representation for the I = —, nuclear ground state and

the I = —, , 14.4-keV nuclear ME state. This gives

two sets of electronuclear states between which the

ME transitions occur. lf $, is an excited electronu-
clear (EN) state and $g is a ground EN state then in-

tensities of the ME lines are proportional to the
squared matrix elements I (Q, I M ~ ( I, I') I @g ) I' where

M~(l, l') is a dipole operator which connects nuclear
states of spins I and I'. Further details of the full

calculation are given in the work of Levy. '
We wish to give a qualitative discussion of the ME

spectra which retains the feature of the anisotropic
response in weak fields. For this purpose it is suffi-
cient to consider a spherically symmetric hyperfine
(hf) interaction A I S, where A = A

~~

= A q. ln this
case the coupled EN states are given by

IFMF) = g (ISFMFIIMrSM )IM, Mr)
M(M

where F = I + S and (ISFMFIIMrSM, ) are vector-

coupling coefficients. For the excited I = —, nuclear

state the EN states have angular momentum F = 1, 2

and for the ground nuclear state F =0, 1. The M1
transition operator acts only between nuclear states
so for a ME transition where b, M, = 0, Mq has the
same selection rules as MI, i.e., AM&=0, + 1. Of
these only the AMI; = + 1 components are observable.
The

I FMF) level scheme with ME transitions is

shown in Fig. 6. ME transition intensities indicated
in Fig. 6 are proportional to the squared matrix ele-
ments I (FMFIM~(l, l') IF'M, ) I'. The actual ME

spectrum of Fig. 3 requires consideration of an addi-
tional term in the hf interaction,

(Ag —A g) (S~I +S I+)

However, even with neglect of this term, the three
main lines which characterize the spectrum of Fig. 6
still persist as a feature of the actual spectrum of Fig.
3.
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FIG. 6. Level scheme of coupled electronuclear states and MF =+ 1 Mossbauer transitions for a spherically symmetric hyper-

fine interaction. The three-line spectrum is shown broadened by a 4.5-G field applied parallel to the quantization axis. For the
actual specrtrum (Fig, 3), where A&=33 ~~, the overall splittings. are larger but the three lines seen here are still observable.
Numbers marking the various transition lines are relative intensities. Also indicated on the ME spectrum is the instrumental
linewidth.

For a spherically symmetric A and g tensor the an-
isotropic weak-field response is caused only by the
asymmetry introduced by the macroscopic quantiza-
tion axis of the single crystals. Electron spins and,
via the hf interaction, F spins are constrained by the
CF interaction to lie along the crystalline c axis. For
external field H~~ applied parallel to the c axis the
~FMF) representation completely describes the
response of the ME spectrum. There is no breaking
of the F-rank rotational symmetry. The rotational
symmetry, though, refers only to the c axis. The
Lande splitting factors gF which reflect this symmetry.
and describe the parallel response do not describe the
perpendicular response. This is the origin of the dif-
ferent responses for H~~ and Hj.

For free atoms, Lande splitting factors describe the
magnetic response for all directions of applied field

since a free atom may align itself in the field. In our
case the "free-atom" response is obtained for H~~ only

and it is the field which is aligned along the atomic
moments, rather than vice versa.

The response for H~~ =4.5 G (magnitude of the nu-

clear dipole field) is detailed in Fig. 6. The gF are ap-

proximately equal to (S/F )cos(%, F)g, (where

g, = 2, the free-electron g factor) and take values of l

or —, (Fig. 6). For 4.5 G the result is broadening the
order of 0.6 mm/s|'. c, the order of a linewidth.

For H&=4.5 G, the response is very different.
Since the Fe3+ ions are not free to turn in the per-
pendicularly applied field, the rotational symmetry
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represented by the ~FMr) states is broken (the states
which describe the response are mixtures of ~FMF)
states). The g factors, which reflect the symmetry of
the representation which describes the perpendicular
response, are 2 or larger. They are then larger than
the g~, which reflect F-rank rotational symmetry
about the c axis, by a factor of 2 or 4.

The above illustration for a spherically symmetric
A and g tensor draws attention to the role of the ma-

croscopic symmetry axis in describing the response of
the ME spectra. In the actual case gq=3gI~, which in-

troduces an even larger difference between parallel
and perpendicular responses,

If matrix elements involving Aq vanish, as for the
excited CF states, then symmetries of the ~SMr)

space are not correlated to symmetries in the nuclear

~IMI) spaces. Hence the applied field has no effect
upon the ME spectra. This is the effective-field case.

IV. THEORETICAL FITTING OF THE ME SPECTRUM
FOR ZERO-APPLIED FIELD

In constructing the theoretical ME spectra used to
fit the experimental spectrum of Fig. 3, the broaden-
ing due to Fe' -Fe'+ interactions is neglected and

only the magrietic-field contributions of "Al nuclei
are considered. To justify this we first calculate the
average magnitude from neighboring Fe'+ ions com-
pared with the average magnitude from "Al nuclear
spins. The average atomic concentration of Fe3+ ions
compared to Al atoms' or nuclei is 0,0008. The mag-
nitude of a dipole field varies as I/i' where r is the
distance from the source. Since

1 1

I'
33+3+—0.0008 — 3+3+Fe -Al

the average ratio of the respective- field contributions
from Fe'+ and ' Al is

(1837)(2)-, 0.0008pn = 0.4
3.641@,g

where (1837)(2) p, ~ is the effective moment of the
Fe'+ state (only the ~S = —, ) CF state contributes),

3.64lp, ~ is the magnetic moment' of "Al, and p, & is

a nuclear magneton.
Anticipating the result of 4.5+ 1.5 G for the aver-

age nuclear dipole-field magnitude then gives an
average value of 1,8 G for the Fe'+ contribution at
the average Fe'+-Fe'+ separation,

There are also constraints which reduce the effect
of the Fe'+ fields. The CF interaction constrains
electronic spins along the c axis. The components of
the dipolar field from an electronic spin at distance I

from the ME nucleus are

H~~= (p/r')2P2(cosg)

Hq = (3p/r') sinH cosg,

where 0 is the angle between the vector connecting
the Fe'+ source point to the ME nucleus and the i
axis. Hq contributions are then zero for collinear
sites (0 =0') or for I) =90'. In a detailed statistical
model Hz from noncollinear sites is compensated al-

most completely and does not introduce changes.
For averagely spaced (about 11 lattice sites apart) un-

compensated Fe'+ ions, the H~~ contribution is about
1.8 G. Due to the insensitivity to parallel fields this
contribution causes negligible change in the ME spec-
trum. On the other hand, an uncompensated col-
linear Fe'+ spin in adjacent or next-neighbor site (a
nonaverage situation) can contribute a parallel field
of hundreds of gauss, sufficient to collapse the ME
spectrum into a single broad line. If we partition the
contributions into those for H~~ larger than 100 Q
which collapse the spectrum entirely and, those for H~~

less than 30 G, which hardly affect the ME spectrum
[Figs. 4(a), 4(c), and 4(e) j, then in a detailed statisti. -

cal model in three dimensions there remain less than
1% of the Fe'+ ions occupying sites which contribute
a H~~ of 30—100 G. A 30—100-6 field seriously dis-
torts the spectrum; however, since the contribution
of these Fe'+ ions is less than 1'/0 their effect is

neglected.
The contributions of first, second, and third col-

linear nearest-neighbor sites are taken into account
by a Gaussian-shaped contribution to the ME spec-
trum centered around V = 0 of about 3.5-mm/sec
width, This contribution also includes the contribu-
tions of nonsubstitutional Fe'+ ions and also nonsta-
tistical clustering of Fe'+ ions. It has been observed
that this contribution is always about 7+ 2% and tem-
perature independent. ' It also includes an instrumen-
tal contribution from the thin windows.

Construction of the theoretical ME spectrum of
Fig. 3 was then carried out as follows. The applied
field is assumed to consist of a contribution h„ from
"Al moments of random direction and a directed
component ho (about 1.0 G) from the laboratory
which was not shielded out. The ME spectra were
then numerically averaged over 47r solid angle as fol-
lows. $~ and 6 are azimutal and polar angles giving
the direction of the h„ field with respect to the c axis
and some axis perpendicular to the c axis. l and m

refer to a finite cell AOI in the solid-angle phase
space in which the averaging was carried out, where
AAI =sinH 6@159 . The actual field considered
then has components

h„(n, m, l ) = h„o+ h„sin0 sin@1

hr (nmI) = hr" ,+ h, „sinH costi

h, (n, m, l) =h, +h„cosH~

For each h„and lan cell in the angular phase space a
ME spectrum S„I (u) was calculated from the elec-
tronuclear states of the full Hamiltonian (I). The
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Ih =4.5+1.5 G,
Ih I

= 1 2+06 G
(2)

b, h may be estimated from a lattice sum over the
"Al contributions whose directions are uncorrelated.
Suppose the z direction (here not necessarily the c
axis) is the direction of the nonzero resultant. Con-
tributions to the resultant are then (p, '/r, ')
(1 —3cosz8;) for each neighboring moment p, and
the mean square average (b hz) is given by the lattice
sum

(4h') = p,
' g —(1 —3 cos28;)'

~6

0; is the angle between the resultant direction and the
contributing "Al spin. Averaging over the uncorre-
lated spin directions 0; gives

(3)

This formula may be compared to the Van Vleck for-
mula'0 for the second moment M2= (Are') of an
NMR line broadened by nuclear dipole-dipole interac-
tions, where the polycrystalline average is taken.
Taking the correspondence Mq ——(Aco2) =y2(hh2)
where y'= p, '/[g'l (I + 1) ), Eq. (3) is seen to differ
from the Van Vleck formula by a factor —= (3)—.4 4

The
~

factor comes from neglecting the adiabtic

flip-flop term'o in the nuclear spin-spin interaction
and the factor 3 arises from the fact that the resultant
(hh') must in the NMR case still be projected along
the direction of the external field, whereas in the ME
case the full magnitude (d, h2) is observed. Ah, as
we have introduced it, is an isotropic vector whose
directions in the AOI phase space are all equiprob-
able. Thus (Ah 2) = (&h, ) = (4h» ) = —, (&h ).
more correct correspondence then is

Hamiltonian is independent of the azimutal angle Q~.

P~ dependence is introduced from the directed field
contribution of the laboratory. The h„are assumed
to follow a Gaussian distribution centered around
zero (the macroscopic average of the "Al dipole field
is zero) and of average field width 2dh. The resul-
tant ME spectrum is then a superposition of S„I (u)
spectra given to within a normalization factor by

S(v) =Xexp[ —(h„/2b, h)'] sing S„I (v)
nlm

The collapsed component of the experimental spec-
trum was obtained from a number of different experi-
mental spectra' at different temperatures. The free
parameters used to fit the experimental "zero-field"
spectrum were the vector h of the laboratory field
and the average magnitude hh of h„of the "Al dipo-
lar fields. Optimum values from a least-squares com-
puter fit were

(~~')N~a=-,'y'(»')~E, f.e., (~h, ') =-,' (&h'), E.

A lattice sum over neighboring "Al sites in A1203
using Eq. (3) gives hh =3.4 G.' If the quantum-
mechanical flip-flop interaction is considered in addi-
tion to the static interaction, then hh (theoretical) is

multiplied by a factor —= J9/4, giving Ah = 5.1 G.
This value is in better agreement with the experimen-
tal value Ah =4.5+1.5 G.

To justify the assumption of uncorrelated spin
directions of "Al spins, the nuclear-spin system is

considered to be in thermal equilibrium with the lat-

tice at 60 mK. The nuclear spin-spin interaction en-

ergy corresponds to a temperature of 0.4 p, K and so
the "Al nuclear spin states may be considered to be
equally and randomly populated.

A similar theoretical fitting procedure has been car-
ried out on the experimental spectrum of Fig. 5 for
applied Hj = 27 G. Here the nuclear dipole-dipole
broadening has less effect.

V. HEAT FLOW AND RELAXATION PROCESSES
WHICH MAY EFFECT THE ME SPECTRA

OF THE CF GROUND STATE

In this section it is shown that relaxation effects
upon the ME spectra may be neglected.

Consider a closed system consisting of lattice pho-
nons and localized quantum systems described by
electronuclear states of the Hamiltonian [Eq. (I)] of

Al nuclear spin states in an average dipole field of
4.5 G. The combined system of lattice plus localized
quantum systems is insulated adiabatically at an
equilibrium temperature T. The energy exchange
between the macroscopic lattice with continuous en-

ergy spectra and the microscopic quantum systems
with discrete spectra is described by the microscopic
fluctuation dissipation (FD) theorem. " The response
of the continuous system to a discrete energy input
or output @co is a fluctuation in its energy with a spec-
tral component of the frequency co. There is thus an

energy flow in both directions between the lattice sys-
tem and the localized systems which establishes and
maintains thermal equilibrium. A part of such
processes are transitions between discrete states, or
relaxation, of the quantum systems.

In equilibrium, the combined system maintains
constant entropy. If Q is a local heat-flux vector and

T the equilibrium temperature, then

div ~ = —divQ — grad T = 00 I . Q

, T, T T'

since the equilibrium value of T is a fixed constant
the divergence of the internal heat flux is

1-
divQ = —Q grad T

T
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The heat flow is also described by the Fourier law

Q= —~gradT

Substituting Eq. (4) for &AT')„gives

1 2 "8 C2T2 (5)
where K is the bulk thermal conductivity. A thermal
gradient results in an energy input into a microscopic
volume 5 V = I' given by

1

=(divg)l = —~(gradT)l2 I
dt T

Application of the FD theorem requires a decomposi-
tion of dE/dr into spectral components of a "driving
force" f„and a velocity or flux coX„which is caused
by the force. '2 For the driving force we take the frac-
tional temperature difference from equilibrium tem-
perature T across b V,

1 t

grad T
T

and for the displacement velocity we take the corre-
sponding heat flow

o)X„=Q„l'= —~(grad T)„l'

The impedance, which for heat flow is purely dissipa-
tive, is

a"=X /f =~(gradT)„l—2 1 T 1 KIT
ru (gradT)„ I co

Application of the FD theorem then gives the fluc-
tuating temperature squared which is required to
maintain equilibrium.

)
&~T ) I.

T 2m KTI 2k8 T

For a lattice temperature T = 60 mK, the discrete en-
ergies AE =tao of the localized systems are much
smaller than ka T (AE = 3 mK for the coupled elec-
tronuclear system and 0.25 p, K for the "Al spin sys-
tems). For hE (( ka T the temperature fluctuation
takes the form

T is the equilibrium temperature (60 mK). I is the
linear dimension of the volume associated with a sin-
gle localized system, and C„ is the specific heat of
this system. K is the thermal conductivity of the
A l203 (Fe'+) .

The actual transition rate is the product of the
above 1/T~ times a squared matrix element of the in-

teraction which describes the coupling of the localized
system to the lattice. The interactions used are
Kronig-Van Vleck or nuclear quadrupole coupling
and reduce the transition rate by a factor of about
10-' to 10-'.

The main justification for the above procedure is
the availability of accurate experimental values for
the lattice thermal conductivity K so that the lattice
contribution to the relaxation times may be estimated
without reference to a theoretical phonon spectrum.
At 60 mK, for corrundurn crystals with dimensions
the order of 1 mm, the thermal conductivity is condi-
tioned by boundary scattering of phonons. " The
phonon mean free path is determined by the crystal
dimensions and K is proportional 'to T . Interpolation
of experimental data'4 for synthetic sapphire crystals
gives

K=6.20& 10 T
sec cmK

(6)

The specific heat C„may be calculated from the
energy spectra. For systems with discrete finite ener-

gy spectra E; such that E; &( k8T, as is the case
here, the specific heat of a single system is

1
N

c =
k8T i 1

where N is the number of states. In terms of
equivalent temperatures k8T; = E;,

&»').
T2 mlK

(4)
C„= ', $T,'.

i I

(7)

which is the "high-temperature" or "white-noise"
approximation. The energy squared associated with
the temperature fluctuation squared & I), T )„ is

&E'& =c'&~T'&

Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (5) gives for
the relaxation time (in sec ')

l 756 $T;
T IT. T2

sec (g)

where C„ is the specific heat of a localized system.
&E )„ is the energy available at the transition fre-
quency cv in a volume 5 V = I' which contains one lo-
calized system. The transition or relaxation rate
between discrete states of the localized system is then

' ='&E') ='c'&»')
h2

where I is the linear dimension in cm of the volume
occupied by the localized system with energy spectra
E; = k8 T;. For a lattice temperature of 60 mK, we
consider two cases. One is the electronuclear states
of Fe'+ where the average lattice spacing is about 400
A and the other is an I = —, 27Al spin system with

I =40 A. For the EN states of Fe3+, the average en-
ergy corresponds to a temperature T; = 3 mK and
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N =8 for the I = —, Fe ground state. This gives,

using the average level spacing,

N

X T'=7.2 x 10-' K'

with I =4 x 10 cm. For an Al spin system

N 5/2

X TP = (0.25 pK)' X m'= ——x 10 '2 K2
i 1 m -5/2

=5x 1()

with l =4 x 10 7 cm. Substituting into Eq. (8) gives
relaxation rate I/T~ = 1.26 x 10' sec ' or T

~

= 8 p, sec
for the EN states. The corresponding time for an
"Al spin is the order of 10' sec and outside the
range of the experiment. As mentioned, the spin-
lattice coupling is very weak and can lengthen the re-
laxation times by a factor of 104 to 106. Thus T~

(Fe'+) may become the order of a second.
Although they are disconnected from the lattice,

the "Al spins may be considered to relax rapidly

between themselves via the "Al-"Al dipole interac-
tion. The relaxation time for this process is the order
of the inverse Lamour frequency corresponding to
0.25 p, K (the energy of the interaction) and thus is

about 0.20 msec. Thus the 'Al spins reach a spin
temperature T, rapidly, which justifies the previous
assumption of Sec. IV that "Al spin directions are
uncorrolated over a time of the measurement (-18
h). If or how T, reaches the lattice temperature
T =60 mK is unclear. Presumably a coupling of the
Fe'+ systems to the "Al spin speeds up the process.
T, goes unobserved in the ME experiment.

The picture used to describe the relaxation of the
electronuclear states breaks down as T approaches 0.5
K, the temperature corresponding to the first excited
CF state. At such temperatures the assumption

E; &( kq T breaks down and a different relaxation re-

gime is approached. Likewise for T = 3 mK, the cor-
responding temperature of the EN state splitting, the
high-temperature approximation breaks down,

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A relaxation time the order of a millisecond for the
nuclear "Al spin systems among themselves to a spin
temperature T, justifies the consideration of mutual
flip-flop interactions during the time of the measur-
ment (—18 h). Thus the proper theoretical local
field average to be considered is —,3.4= 5.1 G. Since

the experimental value is Ah =4.5+ 1.5 G, it seems
that the neglect of Fe'+-Fe'+ contributions to the lo-
cal field, as described in Sec. IV, is justified. (An
Fe3+ contribution would worsen the agreement with

theory. ) The ME experimental spectrum of Fig. 3
then shows unambiguously the effect of nuclear di-

pole broadening.
We would like to comment upon the connection

between our measurements and previous ME work in

which nuclear dipole broadening was important. To
detect nuclear dipole effects in paramagnetic Fe'+ ME
spectra it is necessary to observe spectra from the

~
+ —,) doublet which is sensitive to small ( —5 G)

magnetic fields. This must be done at approximately
zero applied field and presumably at low tempera-
tures.

Benefiting from a large CF interaction (D = 10
cm '), Lang er al "have o.bserved isolated spectra of
the

~

+ —,) doublet at 4.2 K in acid met myoglobin.

They pointed out the necessity of considering neigh-
boring nuclear dipoles in analyzing the spectra. Us-

ing a random field model with unspecified nuclear di-

pole interaction, Vicarro et al. ' calculated theoretical
spectra which approximated the experimental results
of Lang et al. "Shenoy and Dunlap" improved the
calculation, to achieve a good fit, by incorporating re-
laxation effects as well as nuclear dipole fields.

It seems to us that our measurements deal with a
simpler situation in that relaxation effects are absent,
the form of the nuclear dipole field is known and a

single crystal is used.
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